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Experienced, trusted professionals helping 
you to get the most out of your software.
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About Sage 
We’ve got the personal touch 

Page 3

All businesses are different and change over time. 

Recognising both these facts helps us shape our 

software to give you choices. So what makes us 

different from other software companies? We like to 

think it’s the personal touch and the fact that we’ve 

got over 30 years worth of industry experience and 

customer trust.

We’re a FTSE 100company with millions of customers in all types of 

industries around the world. Our 13,000 employees serve our customers in

23 countries across Europe, Africa, Australia, Asia, Latin America, and 

North America.

We work with a country-wide channel network of Partners and 

Developers, many of whom have been around for as long as we have. 

Our Partners and Developers are one of the many reasons customers 

choose Sage, and we believe that we have one of the strongest and 

widest support networks in the industry.

We aim to support our customers with exceptional service, delivering a 

fantastic customer experience. We give you the confidence that we’re 

taking care of your accounts and the knowledge that there’s always 

someone nearby who understands your business, so you can focus on the

important things. Our extensive ISV and developer ecosystem create 

specific solutions and add-ons to help make our software work alongside 

your individual business processes or industries - delivering truly

bespoke solutions, tailored to your needs.

So, whatever your business needs, 
we’ve got it.
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Sage 200
A solution for your 

growing business

Sage 200 is a powerful business management

solution that we continually update with the

latest technology to bring you the freedom to work

how and when you want. Designed to manage your

finances, customers, and business insight with

one solution—and propel your business to the

next level.

Manage your business on the move as the power of desktop meets 

the freedom of the cloud, providing real-time business insights and 

data integration whenever, wherever you are. It’s ideal for companies 

with a turnover of £1million to £20 million, or typically 10to 200 

employees, across all business sectors and delivers scope to grow.
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Offering two solutions

to support your business
Sage 200 offers two variants to support your business.

Sage200 Standard

Sage 200 Standard is a cloud-based accounting solution with the essential financial and 

stock capabilities to give you the insight and flexibility you need for

future business growth.

Sage200 Professional

Sage 200 Professional offers all the power of Standard, plus more customisable, 

supercharged features for those businesses with more complex processes. They may 

be in manufacturing or service industries, or have a requirement to more effectively 

manage customers. Sage 200 Professional delivers a customised solution for more 

detailed insight and control.

There are a huge range of choices available 
to allow businesses with specific needs to 
pick and choose the modules relevant to 
their business.

Easy to install and adapt, Sage 200 offers the choice and flexibility to fit the needs of 

your business as it changes and grows. It’s customisable and extensible, with vertical-

specific solutions from ISVs including Manufacturing, CRM integration, and 

Automation.

A full range of servicesare alsoincluded with Sage200.

*The Sage Payments service is provided by Sage Payments (UK) Ltd which is authorised by the Financial Conduct

Authority under the Electronic Money Regulations 2011 (Register Reference: 900180) for the issuing of electronic

money. Not available in the Republic of Ireland.
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Choose different modules depending on what your business needs—financials, 

commercials, project accounting, Bill of Materials and manufacturing

Accurate, timely insight that helps

you drivesuccess
Save time and support key decisions by getting straight

to the business critical data you need—including sales, 

orders, invoices, productivity, budgets, profits, and much 

more in one single solution. Sage 200 presents facts and 

figures in a meaningful way. Get critical insights when

and where you need them, as Excel Reporting and Business

Intelligence provide powerful trend analysis and

intuitive reporting.

Software that fits your business
Choose different modules depending on what your 

business needs—financials, commercials, project 

accounting, Bill of Materials and manufacturing.

Add or remove modules and scale the number of users up

or down to match the needs of your business. And choose

the payment and deployment options which best suit

your businesses bespoke needs. Plus, our Business Partners

and Developers can help you tailor the software to your

individual business requirements and integrate

existing tools and applications.

Flexibledeployment
Whether you're at the start of your cloud journey or actively 
working with business critical applications in the cloud, 
Sage 200 Professional is available on-premise, Sage 
Business partner provisioned, or partner provisioned within 
Microsoft Azure.

Work smartly and efficiently

with greater control
Offering more than just accounts, Sage 200 helps you build 

a joined up, efficient business—connecting all of your 

departments—from sales to customer services, and 

despatch to financials.

Give the right data to the right people, so they see what 

they need to without being distracted by too much 

information, and maintain control over sensitive data

with permission based users.

Microsoft 365 for Sage200
Sage 200 is our powerful solution for businesses that 

caters for everything from finances to sales, customer 

services and distribution. It combines with Microsoft 

365 to provide supercharged software that boosts your 

productivity and gives you more control over your

business. Empower your teams to make decisions on-the-

go and access key information via any device, whenever.

Discover true business freedom
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More advice, more insight, more success
At Sage, we believe that helping you achieve business success is about more than just great 

software. That’s why when you invest in Sage 200, you’ll receive much more than software, 

you’ll experience the support and insight that comes with Sage 200 Services. Sage 200 

Services offers you more—more expertise, more guidance, and more insight—to help you 

fulfil your business potential. Helping you make the most of your software and extend your 

business network.

Enjoy access to the Report Design Service, providing you with up to three customised reports 

each year and a library of how-to webinars on a range of topics including product hints and 

tips, business advice and current legislation.

Get upand running quickly and easily
Our getting started homepage is designed for new users and includes one-click access to

the help centre, so you’ll quickly become familiar with the software and there’s always help at 

hand. You’ll find how-to videos, quick links to key functions and lots of useful information to 

help you use the software.

Detailed reporting
Produce detailed reports by region, sales representative, industry type, customer rating 

account manager, partner and much more. Easily forecast and budget for customers, 

suppliers and projects.

Access data any time, from anywhere
Sage 200 offers the option to access data when away from the office or out on the road.

Users can access key information through an internet connection, enabling you to use a wide

variety of mobile devices as well as standard PCs, laptops and tablets.

Sage 200 makes it easy to access critical information when you’re out of the office visiting 

customers or suppliers, and makes home working straightforward.

Connect your office and your data
Available alongside Sage 200, Microsoft 365 works seamlessly with the tools you already 

know and use including Outlook and Excel. Microsoft 365 is simple to use, enables anytime, 

anywhere access and provides quick and easy collaboration across your organisation.

Make decisions based on fact, work in the environment which is most productive for you, and 

no need for training on new tools.

When you invest in Sage 200, you’ll 
receive much more than software, you’ll 
experience the support and insight
that comes with Sage 200 Services
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Managing your financial position

Ensure you know the financial position of your company at any point 

in time. Analyse historical trends and data to give you the accurate 

information you need to make critical business decisions.

Accurate and up-to-the-minute finances
Be precise with your business finances. Track budgets, drill down into data and deal with all 

your VATsubmissions.

Interactive Dashboards
Use Interactive Dashboards for sales, purchases, sales orders and financials, giving you an 

even greater view of the health of your business.

Fast track yourfinancials
Cut out the tedious task of re-keying bank payments and connect Sage 200cloud with your

bank account. Watch transactions flow seamlessly into Sage 200cloud and you simply 

confirm what you want to post or match—saving you hours of valuable time to focus on 

more important tasks.

Flexibleaccounting periods
Gain greater control over your accounting periods, with up to 20 accounting periods, which 

can be open, closed and re-opened as needed. You can also control the length of period and 

set up period structures in advance for future years.

Financials
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Flexiblenominal code structure
Enjoy the benefit of in-depth analysis and reporting. Set up 

departments and cost centres as well as Profit and Loss, 

balance sheet and cash flow reporting with the option to 

group accounts for reporting purposes. Make adjustments 

to previous year journals and roll changes forward to

ensure your accounts are accurate and up to date.

Batch data upload
Enter a batch of journals and place transactions on 

hold for authorisation before committing them to

the Nominal Ledger.

VATflexibility
Choose VATinclusive or exclusive prices. Online VAT 

submissions are built in, ensuring you comply with Her 

Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) regulations.

Automated statements
Save time by setting up processes, allowing you to send 

statements directly to customers.

Invoicing
Get a view of all outstanding customer payments and 

invoices to help you maintain cashflow easily, with 

details of the day they are paid, frequency, number of

payments made, number still to pay and much more.

Detailed reporting
Produce detailed reports by region, sales representative, 

industry type, customer rating, account manager, partner 

and much more. Easily forecast and budget for customers, 

suppliers and projects.

Manage yourcashflow
Effectively manage your cash flow with Sage 200. Make 

sure you’re up to date with the latest company 

information at your fingertips.

Bank reconciliation
Save time and increase accuracy by reconciling bank 

statements alongside your banking software. Reconcile 

statements with payment and receipt details, record 

discrepancies, transactions and charges all in one place.
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Seeyourbalances
See at a glance the liquidity of your accounts using simple 

enquiries or workspaces, our easy-to-use data management tool.

Advanced multi-currency options
Manage all your foreign currency trading with ease, including 

exchange rate changes and their impact on business finances 

across all ledgers and cash book. Move money from one bank 

account to another, and between currencies to maximise interest 

earned and minimise overdraft charges.

Understandhow changes impact yourcashflow
Get an accurate view of your financial status based on actuals and 

budgets for up to five years. See your short-term and long-term 

cash position and quickly understand how unexpected delays and 

expenses will affect your cashflow.

Fixed Assets
Our ‘Fixed Assets’ register allows you to effectively record assets 

and manage depreciation with either straight line or reducing 

balance methods. You can view this via a new workspace or 

choose from two reports for details and valuation.
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Commercials
Managing your supply chain

Sage 200 is designed to help you manage every element of
your supply chain with a sophisticated stock management system 

that’s linked to your financial data.

Purchase Order Processing fully integrates with Stock Control, Purchase Ledger and Sales 

Order Processing, so you’ll know that goods are available to your customer as soon as you 

receive them. You can respond quickly and efficiently to customer demands and be agile 

about products and pricing to maintain loyalty and satisfaction, whether you’re in or out 

of the office.

Seethe full story of an order
Sage 200 supports complex supply and delivery models. Select different delivery addresses

per order line; specify different delivery addresses to one supplier and see price 

negotiation data—invaluable information that helps orders run smoothly.

Sourcegoods worldwide
Source goods worldwide, purchasing in up to 100different currencies. View individual costs 

and overall order costs associated with importing goods on a purchase order.

Make surebusinessdoesn’tstop without you
Apply authorisation limits and alerts to keep orders moving while you’re busy. Easily raise 

purchase requisitions, authorise and generate orders online, so your business is always on.

Easily reject unexpected or incorrect deliveries, highlighting any discrepancies with

invoices and allow for costs that are already committed.

Compileorder lists based on Purchase Orders
If you prefer to create your Purchase Orders manually, Sage 200 can help you save time by 

compiling lists of what you should order, based on shortfall, and what you need for back-to-

back orders. You can then decide who to buy from.

Keep a running total
It’s easy to spot errors as you go, as our online solution calculates a running total when you’re 

matching invoice line items to orders.

Record dispute
Flag up any invoices “under dispute” and they won’t be updated to the Purchase Ledger until 

the dispute is resolved.
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Managing your stock

With Sage 200 you get a complete inventory and warehouse 

management solution to help you optimise stock levels, keep costs 

down and deliver what your customers want.

Easilycontrol your stock
Quickly and easily access your stock record details, including supplier details, stock levels at

each location and pricing information. Pinpoint where your products come from, where they

are now, when they were sold and at what price.

Control stock items by serial or batch number, include criteria like ‘sell-by’ and ‘use-by’ 

dates, as well as specifying your own information for each item. Monitor stock movements 

and traceability.

Work with different quantities, for example buying tiles by the pallet, storing them by the

box and selling by the square metre.

Set up unlimited categories for reporting purposes or to help you locate your products 

during the sales order entry process.

Effectively manage your suppliers
Get the best deals from suppliers by recording details of price history, lead time, part 

reference and purchase history, for each stock item. Useful if you need to source an item 

from another stockist.
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Manage yourbusinesseffectively acrossmultiple locations
If your business works across more than one location, you can manage each location 

independently for things like replenishment, sales, reporting and stock takes.

Realign stock levels quickly and accurately, and gain a complete view of the stock held in 

your business, and account for extra costs such as customs duties.

Trackyourstock
Keep track of your stock by flagging up any inactive stock items. They can’t be ordered, but

stay on the system so you can review their full history, and improve efficiency and maintain

budget control by keeping track of internal stock movements.

Count the most valuable items or particular products in stock and quickly find stock

items by name or reference number when you’re dealing directly with customers over the

phone.

Improve efficiency, cut costs and improve customer service
Reduce time taken from order to shipment by choosing to ship direct to your customer 

from a supplier. Reduce order time for your most important customers by allocating stock 

to orders as soon as they are received. This gives you the freedom to prioritise your most 

important customers and keep them happy.
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Managing your sales orders

Fully customisable and accessible in the cloud via a browser, you can 

produce sales orders and purchase requisitions, access dashboards 

and reports and more on-the-go—turning lost time into productive 

time. Meaning you don’t have to be in the office to make an informed 

business decision. Ignite productivity and add value to your business 

with Sage 200.

Rapidorder entry
For standard pricing and delivery addresses, enter your orders in just a few keystrokes and 

get the goods on their way.

Flexibleordering options
If you need to record more information, switch to full order entry so you can change 

discounts and add non-stock items. With trade counter order entry, you can create an order, 

allocate and despatch stock and print an invoice all in one process.

Manage discounts and margins
Give authorised staff the tools to negotiate on prices. See any changes to cost pricing and 

view the profit on any item or trace discounts over time.

Match your stock to yourcustomers’needs
Search for stock items to match your customers’ needs during the sales order entry process. 

Tailor invoice layouts to individual customers.

Work with stock and sales
Handle pricing and credit control efficiently with sales order processing linked to your 

stock price book and sales ledger. When orders are processed, all the relevant information is 

updated including stock records, customer balances, VATreturn and management reports.

Manage multiple currencies and exchange rates
When customers place orders in their own currency, you control the exchange rates and apply 

them at order entry or invoice stage, so you manage the risk of exchange rate fluctuations.

Create new accounts and quotes easily
Use existing templates to quickly create sales orders and accounts for new customers. Create 

pro forma invoices and convert them to sales orders.

Supportsimpleor complexpricing
Easily apply discounts, promotions or price band schemes to multiple customers (even 

with multiple currencies). With unlimited price bands for each stock item, it’s easy to 

understand and maintain prices by units of measure (e.g. bottle, case and crate) adapted

to your business. Sage 200 can also validate your pricing schemes, making sure you maintain 

sensible margins.

Maintain profit
Analyse products down to customer or supplier levels, viewing profitability month by month.
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Excel Reporting
Better reporting and more 

detailed analysis

We know how important it is to have the right tools and 

functions to hand, to make finding and interpreting 

information about your business easy.

Sage 200 comes with reporting in the familiar format of Excel—fully 

customisable, it allows you to filter, format, and formulate reports within a

single click.

You can also add your own data to workbooks along with charts and formulas—

workbooks can easily be uploaded in one click and you can run them time and 

time again with refreshed data. Sage 200 makes it as easy as possible to get 

updates on your business data and access deeper analysis where required. This 

intuitive tool is easy to use, meaning you get the information you need in a

format you are familiar with.

A number of reports are provided out-of-the-box including nominal, customer, 

supplier and stock. If you require more in-depth analysis on a particular business 

function, such as stock levels, we offer additional Excel reports.
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• Nominal accounts (balances 

and transactions)

• Customer accounts

• Supplier accounts

• Stock records

• Assets and liability reporting

• Revenue and cost reporting

• Nominal Waiting Postings

• Nominal Held Journals

• Nominal Archived Transactions

• VATTransactions

• Supplier Transactions

• Supplier Batched Transactions

• Supplier Suggested Payment

• Supplier Turnover by Period

• Supplier Archived Transactions

• Customer Transactions

• Customer Batched Transactions

• Customer Reversed Charge VAT

Transactions

• Customer Turnover by Period

• Customer Archived Transactions

• Cashbook Transactions

• Stock Transactions

Excel Report Packs that you can 

choose to add if required:

• StockPack- reports covering 

stock allocations, stock period 

values, stock cost history, 

movements and much more

• Financial Data LayoutsPack -

includes trial balance, revenues, 

expenses, assets and liabilities

Sage 200 comes with reporting in the familiar format of Excel—fully 

customisable, it allows you to filter, format, and formulate reports within a 

single click.

Takethese areas of the program into Excelwhere youcan pivot and analyse inmore
detail.
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Are poor business insights hindering the growth of your business? 

Improve data visibility and productivity with Workspaces and our 

Connected User, combining the power of the desktop with the 

freedom of the cloud. Configurable, role-based workspaces enable 

you to access, manage and share business insight wherever

you are. It means you don’t need to be in the office to make an 

informed decision.

They’reeasyto customise

WorkspacesandConnectedusers
Better access to your data, anytime

“Sage 200 helps us work as a group and allows for consolidation of
financials and stock, which are key across a global brand.”

Mike Davis,Managing Director, Pukka Pads

• Add and remove data fields

• Quickly filter and sort information using advanced filters that can be saved

and shared with other users

• Save time by automatically populating customer details within the form

• Print workspace data and related reports

• Customise the layout and content of the workspaces using the Workspace Designer, 

so it fits to the way you work

• Access data online from external sources alongside your Sage 200 data on one 

screen

• Integrate Sage 200 with any external data source via a workspace—for example 

Google Maps, websites or stock catalogues—so everything can be accessed on a

single screen.
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Manage your business payments

All businesses are different and change over time. Recognising both these facts helps us shape our

software to give you choices. Choose upfront or monthly payments. Choose the modules you need to

manage your business. Choose the options that are right for you.

SagePaymentSolutions

E-Invoicing with Opayo
E-Invoicing with Opayo is a safe and easy way for customers to pay 

you, using a range of simple, secure and reliable payment solutions.

Accept payments over the phone and through invoices with all

business critical features included as standard.

KeyFeatures:

• Multiple payment methods

• ‘Get Paid Faster’ invoice payments

• 24/7 support

• Fraud prevention tools

• Fully integrated with your accounts software

Sage Salary and SupplierPayments*
Sage Salary and Supplier Payments allows you to submit all your 

domestic and international payments with the click of a button. 

Benefit from more control over how you manage payments 

including complete control of your outgoings to help you monitor 

your cash flow.

KeyFeatures:
• Manage and make supplier payments straight from your 

accounts software

• Confidence that your suppliers will be paid accurately, 

securely and on time

• Access anywhere - view payments information on your 

mobile or tablet device

sage.com/en-gb/shop/salaryandsupplierpayments/

*Salary and Supplier Payments is provided in conjunction with Modulr Finance Limited, a company registered in England with company number 09897957 and ICO Registration:

ZA183068, is registered with the Financial Conduct Authority as an EMD Agent of Modulr FS Limited. Modulr FS Limited is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct

Authority as an Electronic Money Institution (Firm Reference Number: 900573).

opayo.co.uk/our-payment-solutions/einvoice-payments

https://www.sage.com/en-gb/shop/salaryandsupplierpayments/
https://www.opayo.co.uk/our-payment-solutions/einvoice-payments
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Faster
Nomorechasing 

latepayments.

Yourcustomers can now 

pay you the moment they 

receive their invoice.

Clearer
Saygoodbyeto 

tediousadmin.

Keep your finances up to

date and have a clear 

picture of your cost 

thanks to the automatic

reconciliation of your invoice
payments and accounts.

Simpler
Nomoreprocessing 

payments manually. 

Review and manage your 

incoming card payments 

as we automatically match 

them to your invoices.

https://www.sage.com/en-gb/products/sage-200/invoice-payments/

Saygoodbyeto 
chasinglate payments
Our partnership with GoCardless, Stripe and PayPal ensures

you can take payments directly from your invoices.

Invoice payments in Sage 200 provide businesses like yours an easier way for
your customers to pay. Powered by GoCardless, Stripe, PayPal and more*, we’ll make sure

you’re always on the front foot with your finances. From getting paid to staying on

track with what you are owed, Google Pay,and Apple Pay- it’s all taken care of automatically. 

Focus on utilising your business hours to their maximum potential and strengthening

your valuable customer relationships.

*Payments also include Google Pay and Apple Pay

http://www.sage.com/en-gb/products/sage-200/invoice-payments/
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Gain greater control over your business

BusinessIntelligence

Plan strategically for growth and change with tools that help you 

identify key trends and patterns. Spot opportunities for innovation 

and identify improvements in productivity and growth in every

area of your company.

Effectively analyse critical businessinformation
Use powerful analytical tools to inform your decision-making and share business data widely 

across your organisation.

Easilybuild yourown reports
Change report fields in seconds to give you key information such as Profit and Loss by cost 

centre and department, sales by customer by month, stock valuation for the last three

months, trend in overdue orders, stock movements by product group, and much more. Bring 

your business data to life using charts and graphs.

Improved insight
Gain better visibility of your information with tools that allow you to drill down to 

additional information. The dashboards are also accessible online, so you can get remote

access to any of your statistics.

Benefit from greater BusinessIntelligence
Business Intelligence can help you to identify customer and product trends and 

understand any variations. You can measure performance against different benchmarks 

and analyse data and connections between different parts of your business.

• View key performance indicators

• Plan for business growth at minimal risk

• Highlight additional revenue opportunities

• Discover areas where you can improve productivity

• Respond to changing business conditions.

“Sage 200 gives you a fantastic view of what’s happening in real-time, so
your business can become even more efficient and streamlined.”

LucindaStokes,Finance Director, Godminster Cheese

Only available with Sage 200 Professional
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Managing your projects

Sage 200 helps you control your costs and maximise
your profits by understanding the detail of each and 

every project you manage.

Improve customer satisfaction
Create more accurate bills delivered by capturing and allocating project costs, 

overheads and revenues. And collect timesheets and expenses information online 

from anywhere, saving time and ensuring accurate payments.

By helping you understand the income and expenditure of each project, Sage 200 

supports your decision making, giving you the information you need to improve 

profitability.

Gaina singleview of yourprojects
Make the most of your time, by tracking multiple projects based on time and 

materials, fixed price contracts or a combination of both. Share information 

with other areas of your business to save time and reduce administration costs.

For example, convert sales orders and quotations into projects, while ordering and 

allocating stock for those projects. Or track time and resources and link the results 

to Sage Payroll.

Project Accounting
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Managing projects with Sage200

Work the way yourbusinessdoes
• Give Project Managers control by allowing them to raise and authorise purchase orders

• Set up project structures that suit the way your business works with unlimited parent 

and sub projects

• Name and configure fields to match your business needs

• Add an unlimited number of additional fields and define their function

• Get the right information to the right people with workspaces designed

for different users

• Integrate project accounting with accounts, sales and purchase order processing, 

and Sage Payroll.

Effectively manage your resources
If your projects involve charging for people’s time, Sage 200cloud can easily capture the 

information you need.

• Capture timesheet information and expenses via batch entry or remotely online

• Make sure timesheets and expenses are accurate before they are entered by 

creating authorisation processes

• Payand work with contractors in the same way as suppliers if needed

• Analyse expenditure by employee or contractor, and by type of work and/or project

• Reduce errors and the need to re-key information by sharing employee and 

timesheet detail with payroll

• View, authorise and print timesheets and expenses online.

Driveaccurate and flexiblebilling
• Flexible billing schedules that can differ by project and by customer,

showing when a customer should be invoiced and for how much

• Simple to use templates that simplify billing management

• Manual or automatic bill production to save time and effort

• A detailed breakdown of all project costs, so project managers can check for 

accuracy, reducing the risk of complaints and encouraging prompt payment.

Work inProgress (WIP)
We understand that businesses who manage projects or charge on a time basis and 

need to be able to see the true profitability of a project such as design agencies or 

construction companies.

Work In Progress (WIP) allows you to post costs to the associated nominal codes and show

costs as finalised alongside revenues posted to the P&L; providing you with more 

control over your project costs.
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CustomerRelationship 
Management

Managing your customers

Sage 200 integrates with Sage CRM, helping you to manage

your customer relationships, and offer the highest quality of

service and support.

It has a wide range of functionality including lead and campaign design, sales forecasting 

and opportunity functions. Coupled with its comprehensive workflow capability and rich 

integrations into other line of business systems, Sage CRM is a fully rounded and rapidly 

deployable system to enable you to manage your customer relationships effectively.

And because Sage 200 works together with your accounting and stock processes,
you get an informed view of the customer, helping you deliver joined-up customer service 

throughout the whole of your business.

Buildstrong customer relationships
Maintain one view of information about your customers, including financial, commercial 

and communications information. Giving everyone in your business the same view of the 

customer, helping all of your teams provide consistent and effective customer service.

Manage customer services
With a unified customer view, Sage 200 can help you quickly respond to customer enquiries and

track communications.
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Find the answers quickly
Within Sage 200 you can build a central knowledge bank containing answers 

to known issues or questions, so your customer services team can quickly find the 

information the customer needs.

Monitor customer service performance
Sage 200 helps you measure customer service levels with detailed reports which can 

show call volumes, case resolution times, communications and follow up statistics.

You can show your customers how you are performing against service level agreements 

with easy to understand graphical and visual reports.

Aninformedview of the customer
Sage 200 brings together financial and commercial information with customers’ data,

so everyone in your business gets a complete picture of the service you offer.

For example, a customer services team can view contacts, leads, opportunities or cases 

all in the same place; giving them accurate and up-to-date information to help them 

provide consistent and excellent customer service.

Insight-driven sales management
Business accelerators for sales deliver powerful insight to optimise

sales performance including:

• Management dashboards that display a range of KPIs, charts, 

reports and leaderboards for better insight and trend analysis

• Preconfigured alerts and notifications help ensure management

are getting realtime updates on their business KPIs as they happen

• Sales workflows that can be optimised to suit your unique business needs. 

These include workflows for shorter sales cycles as well as longer sales 

processes and cross-selling.

Only available with Sage 200 Professional
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Only available with Sage 200 Professional

Manufacturing
Managing your

manufacturing and

production processes

Sage 200 Bill of Materials (BOM) and Manufacturing modules offer

the flexibility to choose what’s right for your business, whether you

have light or more complex manufacturing requirements.

Bill of Materials is ideal for businesses involved in light manufacturing assembly, it can

help break down complex processes and can split your business up into distinct areas with

the ability to report by area. Manufacturing enables you to track supply chain activities in

detail from end to end. It helps you monitor events on the shop floor to ensure it runs 

efficiently, maintaining maximum productivity and increasing customer satisfaction and

profitability. Deliver products on time and on budget, while managing cash flow 

throughout the entire manufacturing and delivery process.

Watch thevideo

“Sage is the core system underpinning the 
business, they give us the confidence to
grow and keep moving forward”

Nick English andGilesEnglish, Bremont Watch Company

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtnnJVPWsko
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Improve business efficiency
Sage 200 helps you save time and resources, with tools to 

standardise and streamline production scheduling, so you can 

coordinate your distribution channels.

Improving how you control your production processes will 

also help you deliver more products on time—a key target for

anyone in the manufacturing industry. It also supports assembly, 

repackaging of bulk items, resource planning, and scheduling

work and materials.

Reduce costs and delivery times
Sage 200 helps you improve productivity by monitoring 

production processes and tracking components through the 

whole manufacturing cycle. Reduce lead times and errors by 

automating processes.

The built in market leading scheduling solution helps you assess 

potential production issues and produce flexible schedules,

that make sure you get the job done as efficiently as possible. 

Accurate resource planning helps you identify potential areas

for savings and reduces the cost of production. Standardise and 

streamline production schedules to work more efficiently.

Share manufacturing data across

your organisation
Sage 200 gives people across the whole of your business access 

to accurate, timely information. So people in the project and

accounting departments know exactly what those on the shop

floor are doing and vice-versa, improving collaboration and 

understanding.

Keep upto date with the latest

regulatory requirements
Monitor quality standards in line with regulations such as ISO 

and trace serial numbers and batches back to suppliers and 

key components.

Accurate resource planning helps you identify potential
areas for savings and reduces the cost of production.

Only available with Sage 200 Professional
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Unleash potential and 

grow big

At Sage, we believe that helping you achieve business 

success is about more than just great software. It’s about 

giving you the insight and advice that you need, before you 

even know you need it, and provides you with a network of 

connections that will support your business today and for 

the future.

Sage200 Services
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Sage200 Services

Sage 200 Services gives you a whole host of benefits including:

Access to a number of out-of-the-box 

reports including a selection of 

financial and nominal reports.

Our Report Design Service providing you 

with up to three customised reports each 

year; each one is individually tailored to 

your business’ needs.

Access to a library of how-to webinars 

on a range of topics including product 

hints and tips, business advice and 

current legislation.

Two free Sage 200 Connected Users
to access key information on the go, 

keeping you and your business mobile.

Access to the Sage 200 Ideas Hub, giving

you the opportunity to shape the future

of the software by contributing to the

wish list.

Access to Excel Reporting add-on
feature where you can take data from 

Sage 200 and filter, format and formulate 

within the familiar environment of

Excel.

Offering your business more advice, more insight, more success.

https://gb-kb.sage.com/portal/app/portlets/results/viewsolution.jsp?solutionid=200427112444124
https://www.sagecity.com/gb/sage-200cloud-uk/i/sage-200cloud-uk-ideas
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More insight
Out-of-the-box reports, report

design service and library.

A number of out-of-the-box reports are available, including 

financial and nominal reports. In addition, you can also get 

up to three customised reports per year. You’ll get exclusive 

access to the Sage Report Design Team who will develop 

reports that are specific to your business requirements.

The reports will give you a greater level of detail on things

like stock levels, pricing and receipts, as well as your most

profitable customers and highest performing suppliers.

We’ll tailor your three reports to fit the specific needs of 

your business, giving you the chance to get more from 

your software and ultimately help you understand and run 

your business more efficiently. You’ll also have access to 

the Report Library, where a whole bank of ready-made 

reports are available to help get more valuable insight for 

your business.

NB: Report Design requests are subject to T&C of the service.

More expertise

Sage how-to video webinars.

As part of the Sage Business Community, you’ll get access 

to Sage City, where you can find a wealth of information, 

including expert webinars. These will help you save time, 

show you how to make the most of your software and

help you work more efficiently to really make a difference 

to your business.

Our Sage experts can show you how to maximise the use of

your software, walking you through this step by step and 

showing you helpful tools you may not have used before.

They’ll give you online hints and tips to help you tackle tasks 

quickly and easily, so you’re confident about applying them

to your business.

The product webinars are based on the questions we’re 

most often asked, such as:

• How do I quickly do a nominal consolidation?

• How do I archive my sales orders?

• What’s the best way to import and process a year end?

Wealso have a range of videos giving you general advice about 

relevant business topics and current legislation changes.

Visit sagecity.com/gb

Sage City
Sage city allows you to connect with a 

wide range of Sage 200 users to ask

questions, share tips, tricks & suggestions.

Visit sagecity.com/gb/sage-200-uk

Sage 200 Ideas Hub
Access the Sage 200 Ideas Hub—allowing 

you to request and vote on product ideas.
Sage 200 Services gives you the opportunity to shape the 

future of the software by providing you with access to the 

Sage 200 Ideas Hub. Here, you can vote on product 

enhancements and improvements that would really 

benefit your business.

The Sage 200 Ideas Hub provides you with full visibility of 

this wish list so you can easily see which feature 

enhancements are ranked highest and which are lower 

priorities, as well as view the status of each idea.

Visit sagecity.com/gb/sage-200-uk/i/

sage-200-uk-ideas

https://www.sagecity.com/gb
https://www.sagecity.com/gb/sage-200cloud-uk
https://www.sagecity.com/gb/sage-200cloud-uk/i/sage-200cloud-uk-ideas
https://www.sagecity.com/gb/sage-200cloud-uk/i/sage-200cloud-uk-ideas
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Module Description
Sage200Professional 

(customisable)

Sage200 Standard **(out-

of-the-box)

Financials The essential financials package to manage your cashflow with the 4 key ledgers 

and invoicing

Commercials Stock, POP and SOP, price lists, price book and managing your supply chain

Workspaces and 

Connected User

For data mining and reporting in the office or on the go. Use simple dashboards and 

customisable views to find the information you need, specific to your role

Excel Reporting Better reporting and more detailed analysis, accessible online

SageSalary and 

Supplier Payments*
Manage and make supplier payments straight from your software

Invoice Payments Integrated invoice payments that work seamlessly from within your software

Project Accounting For managing projects and customer/supplier relationships. View profitability and 

easily view costs budgets at a glance

Web Timesheets and 

Expenses(access online)
Enter, print and authorise timesheets and expenses online. Links with Sage Payroll

Billof Materials For simple manufacturing processes

Manufacturing For complex manufacturing processes – Full Manufacturing Resource Planning solution

BusinessIntelligence
Powerful trend analysis and intuitive reporting. Simple to create your own reports and 

dashboards

Integrated add-ons There are a range of integrated add-ons available from our network of trusted developers

Sage200 Services
A whole host of benefits, giving you access to advice to help grow your business, plus two 

free connected users and access to a full range of Excel reports

ClientRelationship 

Management (CRM)
Gain better visibility with connected
CRM

*** ***

Microsoft 365 Power 

Platform Connectors

Create workflows with ease that automate business tasks and processes across 

applications and services

Overviewof   Sage 200

*Salary and Supplier Payments is provided in conjunction with Modulr Finance Limited, a company registered in England with company number 09897957

and ICO Registration: ZA183068,is registered with the Financial Conduct Authority as an EMD Agent of Modulr FS Limited. Modulr FS Limited is Authorised

and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority as an Electronic Money Institution (Firm Reference Number: 900573).

**1 user for pro, 3 users for Standard

***Optional extra
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